Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach

Jamie Martin

Session date

Team/Age Group U16s
Time available

Advancing Defenders into midfield to create a numerical advantage
Theme

90 mins

NOTES
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Player A and B represent #4 and #5. Player C represents #6 or #8 and players D and E represent #7
and #11. Area: 30 x 40.
Player A switches the ball to player B, who takes a touch into space to break the line of cones. As
soon as the coned line is broken, Player C checks to the ball.
Player B plays a 1-2 with Player C and then plays a firm pass into the small goal in front of them.
After the pass, they spin off and around the pole to make a recovery run, receive a long pass from
Player D and the switch to the opposite enter back (Player A), to repeat the sequence on the other
side
Coaching Points
1. Both center backs (Players A and B) should display good quality when dribbling the ball forward.
Defenders joining the midfield in a 3 v 3 + 4 possession game
Inside Area 30 x 20 (3 v 3). Outside players represent the back four and inside players are three
central midfielder's.
The game starts when one of the Blue defenders dribbles into the area to create a 4 v 3. Once they
make a pass, they must leave the inside area and return to their space.
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The aim for the Yellow team (in diagram) is to try and switch the ball from one side to the other,
while retaining possession.
If the Green team wins possession, they attempt to make two passes, before playing to the
outside (Blue) players. If this happens, the green team use the Blue team to retain possession.
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Central area: 30 x 40 with a 4 v 4 inside, which becomes a 5 v 4 when a Blue (Center back) joins the
attack.
The game starts with the “C” passing to a Center back (#4 or #5). They can immediately dribble
into the central area, or play a first time pass across to the other center back.
At the right moment, they dribble into the zone. The attacking team (Blue) attempts to work the
ball to a team mate, who can break the end line on the dribble and attack the goal in a 1 v 1
situation.
If the Defending team wins possession, the Defender retreats back into his starting position and
they attempt to pass the ball to the “C” in the highlighted area. (If the Blue team wins possession
back, they must also play back to the “C” in order to bring the Def (#4 or #5) back into the area for
a numerical advantage).
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11 v 11 game using 2/3 of a full size field with two x big goals (Two large end zones and one
smaller central zone)
Teams play 4 (def) vs. 3 (att.) and 3 v 3 in central zone.
The team in possession (Blue) attempt to get Defenders into the central zone by dribbling. This
creates a 4 v 3 situation in midfield. Their “team” objective is to get the ball into a forward player
(#7, 9 or 11) to attack 1 v 1, or play a through ball in behind the defensive unit
If the Green team wins possession, there are no spatial restrictions when they counter attack to
the Blue teams goal.
If the ball goes out of play, the game starts back with the Blue teams GK and all players move back
to their starting zone.
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